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Abstract. In this paper, we present an application-driven low-cost concept of building
a multi-purpose language resource for Czech which is based on currently available results
of previous work by various research teams active in the area of natural language process-
ing. We particularly focus on the first phase which consists in extracting noun phrases from
a morphologically annotated corpus and providing a simple and easy-to-use application for
verifying them. For the extraction task, three Czech parsers have been accommodated and
evaluated. Finally we discuss the currently achieved results in the context of ongoing work
and show that they lead to consistent and reliable results.
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1 Introduction
Language resources for natural language processing are very important for development as well as
improvement of existing natural language processing (NLP) tools. Situation for different European
languages ranges from very good to almost non-existent. In the worst case there are almost no
resources and we face the problem of creating them in a cheap and fast way while providing high
quality results. An important aspect of building language resources is that one should always
keep in mind the usability of the resource for particular applications. This approach, known as
application-driven development, can already in early development stages prevent major design
flaws which might not be automatically recoverable later on and could limit the usefulness of the
resulting work.
In this approach, we present a language resource – an annotated corpus – as an intermediate step
for improving many NLP applications (some of them even before full completion of the corpus).
This kind of development helps us to create data which does not necessarily attempt to cover all
nuances of natural language but strictly concentrates on particular tasks we want to solve.
Czech language is one of the most described European languages and there are several NLP
teams that compete to build optimal language resources and provide cutting-edge applications on
top of them. Our main goal was to create a new language resource based partially on existing data.
We chose to use morphologically annotated corpus DESAM (Pala et al., 1997), that was manually
checked by annotators. On top of this corpus we want to build a multi-layer annotation.
2 The Annotation Project
2.1 General Overview
The project aims to provide a multi-purpose annotated corpus for enhancing several NLP applica-
tions. In the first phase we want to perform computer aided syntactic annotation of noun phrases
(that will be described further on). As the next step those noun phrases will be matched to the
complex valency frames available in the Czech verb valency lexicon VerbaLex (Horák and Pala,
2007). Among other benefits, valency frames in this lexicon contain semantic information in the
form of so called semantic roles as present in the Czech WordNet (Pala and Smrž, 2004). This can
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give us a mapping from noun phrases to semantic roles which can further serve as a base for a shal-
low corpus-based ontology. Such annotated resource can be further used in learning and testing
other NLP applications, such as anaphora resolution, word sense disambiguation and others.
As already mentioned, the whole process of the annotation is computer-aided, i. e. with ex-
tensive exploitation of available NLP tools and resources for Czech. Thus, as side effects of the
annotation, we will gain improvements of these tools and resources by investigating differences
between their output and the annotation and fixing errors on the right places.
2.2 Annotation Principles
Annotation of language resources is a task which needs to be prepared precisely otherwise we end
up with data that does not meet our quality standard. Our previous experience with annotators
(mostly students from language department) gives us some hope that they can be trained to do
simple tasks. Most of the errors they previously made were not caused by missing linguistic in-
sight or knowledge but rather by lack of strict standards that would guarantee high inter-annotator
agreement. Such strict standards are unfortunately very difficult to set for complex tasks like syn-
tactic annotation. We can offer only a limited set of examples but there are always a number of
cases when annotators are not able to give convincing conclusions.
We assume that an annotation standard is usually an attempt to approximate several mutually
exclusive and contradictory constraints:
1. completeness: the annotation should provide complete linguistic insight into the particular
area;
2. consistency: the annotation should be consistent, i. e. same or similar language phenomena
should be handled in same or similar ways;
3. usability: the annotation should enable straightforward usage in the intended applications;
4. simplicity: the annotation should be as simple as possible to make high inter-annotator
agreement achievable.
In our experience most language resources try to find a trade-off among the constraints by
prioritizing them in the order given above. They prefer completeness over consistency, and both
of them over simplicity.
Following the YAGNI1, KISS2 and “worse is better” (Gabriel, 1991) principles, we are strongly
convinced that the reverse order of those constraints represents a much better priority list to be met
when building a language resource. Thus, our priorities are:
• simplicity: so that annotators do not err too often;
• usability: so that the usage of the resource will be straightforward;
• consistency: following from simplicity;
• completeness: just in case everything is simple, usable and consistent.
The decision was made to create a work-flow for resource building that will conform to this
“worse is better” concept. Annotation process was divided into several consequential phases where
we obtain usable data immediately after each phase. The division into several parts of monotonous
work has to be handled with annotators carefully. Our solution is to change their annotation task
every week if possible to minimize negative effects of performing repetitive monotonous work
(see (Fisherl, 1993) for details on this topic). This way their monthly work can be distributed e. g.
between discovering noun phrases and their valency mapping.
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/You_ain’t_gonna_need_it
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KISS_principle
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Also, creativity is something what is not expected in this project (according to simplicity).
We wish to constrain the annotators as much as possible with a simple annotation scheme since
limiting creativity increases inter-annotator agreement and (therefore) also consistency.
2.3 Noun Phrases Annotation
The first phase of annotation is to identify noun phrases in corpora. We soon realized that we have
to distinguish between two basic types of noun phrases. Their precise description can be found in
the next section; now a definition by example is enough for us. We will borrow one of the famous
examples – ‘I saw a man with a telescope’. There are two short (minimal) noun phrases ‘a man’
and ‘a telescope’ and we do not attempt to distinguish their relations. We could find a maximal
noun phrase (‘a man with a telescope’) but maximal noun phrases are determined semantically,
the inter-annotator agreement for them was too low and expert was contacted too often. Minimal
noun phrases can be described more precisely and agreement between annotators is much higher.
Identifying a minimal noun phrase is still a task which brings in too much creativity. To speed
up the process we decided to change it from manual to computer aided. Annotators will identify
only those noun phrases which will be found by one of the used syntactic analyser. For each noun
phrase only one solution can be chosen (see related screenshot in Figure 1). Possible answers are
‘correct’, ‘incorrect’ and ‘not sure with answer’. Additionally, sentence can be tagged as ‘com-
plete’ when all correct noun phrases are tagged. ‘Complete’ sentence can contain numerous of
incorrect noun phrases. As we mentioned only noun phrases found by syntactic analysers are
taken into account, otherwise the annotation process would be too slow and costly. The disadvan-
tage of this approach will be compensated by manual post-processing of problematic parts only
(the recall of the parsers on detecting noun phrases was not measured so far but it is estimated to
be over 90 percent).
The described process makes annotators very effective and they can tag usually around one
hundred sentences per hour. This means we can identify noun phrases in corpora containing one
million tokens (e. g. DESAM (Pala et al., 1997), MAK (Jazykovedný ústav L’. Štúra SAV, 2009))
in 3 man-months (without cross-validation which can multiply that amount of time).
Technical implementation of corpora and tools is based on the NITE NXT (Soria et al., 2002)
toolkit developed by several universities. This framework is originally developed for use with
multimodal corpora but can be also very usable in case we work with various levels of annotation
and their relations. On the basis of this framework we have created a set of utilities for import
and export of our native formats and set of GUIs for annotators. Thanks to the object oriented
approach and the XML format it is very easy to support other import or export formats varying
across applications.
3 On Parsing Evaluation
Parsing evaluation is a very actual problem in the NLP field. A common way to estimate a parser
quality is comparing its output (usually in form of syntactic trees) to a gold standard data available
in a syntactically annotated corpus (typically treebank). This can lead to two problems:
• Missing resources: there can be no quality treebank for the language or formalism in use so
that there is no direct way to estimate the parser quality.
• Erroneous resources: the process of syntactic annotation is usually very complex and re-
quires extensive annotation instructions (see e. g. (Hajicˇ et al., 2005)). It is very difficult for
the annotators to sustain attention to hundreds of the annotation rules which leads to errors
in the annotation.
• Insufficient evaluation metrics: we consider mostly used evaluations metrics (Parseval (Har-
rison et al., 1991), Leaf-Ancestor Assessment (Sampson, 2000), dependency precision) to be
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Figure 1: Annotation application screenshot
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generally insufficient since they do not address usefulness for practical applications – while
it is questionable whether it is possible at all to create a better one.
Another way to parsing evaluation are several application-driven evaluation techniques that
have been recently proposed (e. g. (Miyao et al., 2009)). In this case, we measure how parsing can
improve results of practically defined problems, such as information extraction (e. g. mentioned
above), morphological disambiguation (Jakubícˇek et al., 2009), punctuation correction (Jakubícˇek
and Horák, 2010) etc. This approach eliminates the mentioned problems of treebanks but such
measures are typically not general enough (e. g. a parser that performs morphological disambigua-
tion very well may not be suitable for information extraction). However, combining more such
application-driven tests, which is our direction, could give us more general results that are suit-
able for comparison of different parsers with different internal formalisms, even more general and
predicative than results of comparing output trees to the gold standard ones in the treebanks.
Within the context of the project described above we have proposed a new concept for parser
evaluation and comparison based on measuring precision of noun and prepositional phrases (fur-
ther referred just as “N/P phrases”) detection. The measuring can be done in both automatic (in
case we have a quality source of N/P phrases) and manual way. We argue that measuring noun
phrases is more predicative and robust than measuring similarity of parsing trees because
• the N/P phrases structure is one of the basic and most important layers in the natural language
syntax and it is of high importance for practical applications to know which parsers are able
to solve this problem well;
• they can be very precisely defined and therefore there is no need for an extensive manual for
deciding their correctness. This should guarantee minimal number of errors in annotation
and high inter-annotator agreement (comparing e. g. to treebank annotation).
4 Annotation and Evaluation
4.1 N/P Phrases
As mentioned previously, we distinguish between maximal (long) and minimal (short) phrases.
N/P phrase is defined as a constituent in a correct parsing tree that has noun or preposition as its
head. Only the top such constituents are considered, i. e. if there is an N/P phrase containing
another N/P phrase, only the former one is a maximal phrase. The semantics of such phrases is
usually complement (argument, valency) or adjunct (modifier) of the verb.
To eliminate the frequent ambiguity of PP-attachment that often humans are not able to decide
(e. g. as it can be found in the mentioned sentence ‘I saw a man with a telescope’), we decided to
split the maximal phrases on prepositions and particles. Also, the relative clauses that can be part
of an N/P phrase are stripped out and we process them separately. By this procedure, we obtain
the partial phrases that we use in the evaluation and annotation process.
This definition of N/P phrase follows our idea of making annotators’ decisions as straightfor-
ward and unambiguous as possible which improves both precision and efficiency of the annotation.
4.2 Involved Parsers
The N/P phrases were drafted from three different parsers for Czech that we have had access to.
In the following, we will shortly introduce them.
The synt parser (Horák et al., 2007) has been developed at the NLP Centre at the Faculty of
Informatics, Masaryk University in Brno (FI MU). It is based on a large context-free grammar
with contextual constraints with a head-driven chart parser as the backbone algorithm. For N/P
phrases extraction we exploited its phrase-detection algorithm (Jakubícˇek et al., 2009).
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Parser Testing set Precision
PDT manual annotation PDT d-test 97.5 %
Collins PDT d-test 93.1 %
Synt DESAM 72.4 %
SET DESAM 85.7 %
Table 1: Results of the annotation – precision on noun phrases
# of sentences IAA Cohen’s κ κMAX
1,200 0.86 % 0.61 0.85
Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement evaluation
The SET parser (Kovárˇ et al., 2009) comes from the NLP Centre at FI MU as well. This parser
is based on pattern matching linking rules and performs output in the form of phrases as well as in
several other formats including dependency and constituent trees.
The Collins’ parser adapted for PDT (Hajicˇ et al., 1999) is a representative of dependency
parsers that are in development at the Institute of Formal and Applied Linguistics in Prague. It
uses the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT, (Hajicˇ, 2004)) as the data for training and testing
and it is limited to its format, i. e. the only output it can provide is in the form of dependency trees.
For this reason we have implemented an algorithm for extracting N/P phrases from dependency
trees that is based on identifying constituents in dependency trees according to morphological
categories of their heads and pruning them to obtain minimal noun phrases.
4.3 Data Sets
As mentioned above, our primary source of data is the DESAM corpus (Pala et al., 1997). This
corpus has manual morphological annotation and its size is around one million tokens. Our aim is
to extend the markup of this corpus by annotation of noun phrases and their semantic classes.
For the purpose of parser comparison and evaluation, we decided to involve the PDT into the
process. This way we can estimate the relation between precision on our N/P phrases and the
dependency precision. Also, by manual annotation we can discover serious errors in the PDT
annotation. For these purposes, we have used 300 sentences randomly selected from the d-test
part of the corpus.
4.4 Results
In Table 1, we can see the results of the annotation procedure and in Table 2 the inter-annotator
agreement evaluation (given as plain agreement and Cohen’s κ coefficient (Cohen, 1960)). In all
cases, the manual morphological tagging was used as the input for the parsers, no automatic disam-
biguation took place. For both data sets, the N/P phrases from 300 randomly selected sentences
were extracted and annotated for their correctness. The percentage of correct N/P phrases was
computed to obtain the precision value as present in Table 1. By this computer-aided annotation,
we are not able to find out the recall values until we have complete N/P phrases annotation.
The results show that the PDT annotation is quite precise with regard to minimal phrases. The
Collins’ parser wins in phrases detection precision – although on different data set, which is due
to different morphological tagging, we believe that the results are more or less comparable. The
disadvantage of the Collins’ parser is that it cannot be further improved, because of its statistical
nature, according to differences between annotation and its outputs. The two other parsers are
rule-based and their rules can be easily fixed so that there is a very good chance that their results
will be better in the future.
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Finally, we can observe that the phrase detection precision is typically higher than the depen-
dency precision of the parsers (Kovárˇ et al., 2009; Holan and Žabokrtský, 2006). In other words
(and according to our expectations), the parsers perform better in phrases detection than in building
dependency trees.
5 Conclusions
In the paper, we have presented a concept of application-driven development of a multi-purpose
linguistic resource. We have described the first phase of the project which consists of computer-
aided annotation of minimal noun and prepositional phrases and explained how this annotation
can be exploited in parser evaluation and comparison. We also displayed some preliminary results
of the annotation with regard to parsers accuracy.
In the future, the project will continue with annotation of a larger amount of phrases and match-
ing them to the verb valency frames and their semantic roles. Along with that, our linguistic tools
and resources will be improved by fixing errors discovered in the process of annotation.
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